Abstract. The LHC is the world's most powerful particle accelerator, colliding protons at 7 centre of mass energy of 13 TeV. As the energy and frequency of collisions has grown in 8 the search for new physics, so too has demand for computing resources needed for event reconstruction. We will report on the evolution of resource usage in terms of CPU and 10 RAM in key ATLAS offline reconstruction workflows at the Tier0 at CERN and on the 11 WLCG. Monitoring of workflows is achieved using the ATLAS PerfMon package, which is 12 the standard ATLAS performance monitoring system running inside Athena jobs. Systematic 13 daily monitoring has recently been expanded to include all workflows beginning at Monte
Introduction

26
ATLAS software is a diverse and globally distributed project consisting of millions of lines of 27 code distributed across more than 2500 packages. In order to meet the research goals of the 28 ATLAS experiment the software stack handles the many data processing steps shown in figure 1.
29
These steps are deployed on the heterogeneous computing systems that make up the Worldwide 30 LHC Computing Grid (WLCG). To both measure known processes with precision and search 31 for rare phenomena, trillions of physics events must be processed. The aim is to achieve a 32 maximum throughput of analysis of physics events within WLCG budgets of CPU, memory and 33 disk storage. To that end detailed monitoring down to the level of resource usage of algorithms 34 is systematically conducted to:
35
• ensure workflows respect the nominal memory limit of 2 GB per core;
36
• prevent CPU time bottlenecks from entering production workflows;
37
• reduce the incidence of job failures due to excessive demands on resources; Figure 1 . Schematic representation of the Full Chain Monte Carlo production and real data processing. Other special options include comparisons against past production releases and supplementary 154 job configuration instructions. This script has had the effect of preventing disastrous memory 155 leaks and new bottlenecks entering into the code base in imminent production releases.
PerfMon
156
The move to running jobs on multi-core in order for forked processes to share memory has 
Optimisation studies
166
The current monitoring and benchmarking framework has allowed developers to:
167
• optimise code performance, see Table 2 and figure 4, where the results of compiler and 168 memory allocator studies are presented, respectively.
169
• anticipate resource usage based on current workflows, see figure 5 .
170
• plan resource requests and define limits for future workflows.
171
• react to and measure the impact of external changes such as significant code changes,
172
for example, the move from ROOT5 to ROOT6, migration from ATLAS' home grown 
